Platinum Babies
6 X 30 MINUTES
EPISODIC BREAKDOWN

1. Victoria and Tom
Victoria Recano’s baby shower has all of the excitement and swag of a red carpet event, complete
with a trendy Sunset Boulevard location and celebrity guests. Elegant and extravagant décor
completes the lucky little baby’s nursery, filled with the latest in baby gear, coordinated by the
baby planners to the stars.

2. Jena and Peter
After years of trying, two loving parents celebrate the arrival of their long awaited children, twins!
Twice as much joy, and twice as many sumptuous showers filled with delicious desserts and
enough presents to fill a small moving van. Their whimsical and extravagant nursery is filled with
dozens of custom-made touches. There’s even a men only shower just for the proud papa-to-be.

3. Tara and Andrew
This chic couple are feted with a pair of exquisite showers: a cocktail party with a Moroccanthemed backdrop; and a luxurious garden party with a truly platinum floral budget and a decadent
dessert display. The baby is showered with presents from Gucci, and Dolce & Gabbana; while
Mom and Dad have baby planners to make sure everything goes just as it should.

4. Betsy and Brad
Brad can’t say no to his beautiful wife Betsy and her dream of an elegant tea party comes true with
dozens of friends and family looking on. Their extravagance continues in the selection of the ultramodern birthing suite where their daughter is born, where they employ the baby-proofer to the
stars.

5. Tatyanna and Michele
This is baby number two for this eco-friendly couple. What’s good for the planet is more expensive
but it’s a cost they are more than willing to bear.The dining room of a trendy downtown hotel is the
scene for a distinctively delicious Asian-inspired meal featuring the world-renowned chef cooking
exclusively for the guests.
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6. Dana and Tal
Hip downtown parents Dana and Tal have immaculate taste, from Jonathan Adler décor to
Madison Avenue’s finest French baby couture. The coterie to help them prepare for the birth of
their first child includes baby planners, yoga teachers, acupunturists, aromatherapists and doulas.
They even moved the walls of their cozy lower east side apartment to make room for their darling
daughter.
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